Whether we
☑ shatter them
☑ live up to them or fail to
☑ try to liberate ourselves from them
☑ set high ones, or
☑ effectively manage them . . .

**expectations** – of ourselves, of others, and experiences – are an inevitable part of our lives AND have power!

**Faculty and Classified Staff Members . . .**

**Come join us** for the first session of [Re]Fresh Fridays – **The Power of Expectations** – to engage in an inquiry into the impact of expectations on our students, ourselves, our co-workers, our personal lives, and on our campus environment. **Come refresh!**

---

**friday | 9.4**

**12:30 • 2 PM**

**RM 36-355**

**RSVP to reserve a lunch by Tues, Sept. 1 – rochelle.weiser@gcccd.edu**

---

**available for 1.5 hours of pd credit**

the offices of professional development • college planning and institutional effectiveness

Successfully launched last spring, these Friday sessions continue to be envisioned as opportunities for faculty, classified staff, and administrators to reinvigorate at the end of the work week by exploring provocative ideas and engaging in conversations with colleagues. The aim of these sessions is to strengthen campus connections and – through the meaningful reflections they spark – to further inform and inspire our ongoing development and, in turn, our individual and collective efforts in support of student success.